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“Our gameplay engine has been re-engineered to support this level of precision in the motion capture of individual players,” said Carl Ebeling, Creative Director at EA SPORTS. “Together with our world-
class gameplay engine, HyperMotion Technology is just another example of how we’re delivering exceptional gameplay and authentic player movement.” Unlike the series’ previous titles, FIFA 18 and
FIFA 19, FIFA 22 introduces “Sprinting.” This new movement feature allows FIFA 22 players to sprint and sprint faster, as well as exert more control over the direction they sprint in. Both players and
officials can sprint and boost to great effect. “We’ve spent a lot of time working closely with our players to make sure we’ve created a game that’s as authentic as possible,” said Oliver Halberstadt,

FIFA Lead Designer. “Sprinting is another example of how we’ve improved the movement system, but also given players the opportunity to make plays that have been absent in the series.” Upgrades
to Player Thinking The attention to detail throughout FIFA 22 allows players to think on the pitch, with enhanced AI, dedicated crowd, and real-life player thinking incorporated into the game. Add in

the new Sprinting, as well as ability to sprint in the opposition team’s half, and FIFA 22 is as immersive and realistic as any title in the series. Every decision on the pitch is made with intelligence and
depth, taking into account opposition, player personality and team tactical needs. “Advanced AI, crowd and player thinking are all key elements of FIFA this year,” said Aaron Montanari, Co-Studio
Head of the FIFA team. “Each year we try and push the boundaries of what’s possible for the player, and on that note we have really pushed the boundaries in how players think in the tactics and

strategy.” FIFA 22 sets the tone for a new generation of soccer, with a new player model that feels as real as ever, an all-new Create-a-Player mode, and a powerful FIFA Ultimate Team. Key Features:
HyperMotion Technology – FIFA 22 introduces “HyperMotion Technology” to the FIFA series, which captures the movement data of 22 real-life players during an intense match in real-time. From the

movement of each player, to the way
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Features Key:

3D – FIFA 21 introduced a brand new engine that delivers a richer and more authentic football experience. Now there’s more variety in the presentation and in the sheer variety of the player models, complete with unprecedented levels of facial detail. Motion Capture technology has been
redesigned and the control of your players is more intuitive and accurate than ever.
Player Intelligence – See players’ behaviours on the pitch, more intuitive and accurate than ever.
Real-Football Feel – The key to this year’s innovations is a new physics system and new damper system that really recreates the real-world feel of football physics.
Magic Frames – An iconic feature of FIFA, Magic Frames bring alive your players and add some depth to your team. Players use dribbling skills and dribble tricks to surprising effect, with skill moves appearing in the middle of your AI defenders.
Sudden Death and Champions League Goal Factor  – Two new innovative features that celebrate the moment and amplify the drama of big matches. If an attacking move results in a goal it can be worth 5 or 6 yellow cards, making the action more intense and unpredictable. At the opposite
end of the pitch, there’s a new Champions League Goal Factor (CGF) that adds variety and strategy to finals. At the end of a match, 3 FCB cards, a yellow or red card or an overturned call are also available to add to the tension.
One Pass, One Kick Play – One Touch play is back, but now it’s improved and more intuitive. When you play as a striker, you can look for the opening in any direction you choose and set up play, launching the ball with just the right timing.
Player Development – Make your choices and see what the consequences will be in the game. You can now develop your player as you unlock fitness, strength and skills moves, changing the way they perform on the field.
HyperTorch – A brand new feature that makes passing control much easier and adds more intricacy and variety to pass 
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FIFA is known throughout the world as the pinnacle of professional football videogames. FIFA 19 features unique improvements and innovations that aim to increase the authenticity of gameplay,
with real-world data such as player weight and speed all powering the physics of players and the ball. It also introduces new gameplay elements and additional visuals that bring the game closer
to the real thing. For the first time, every pitch on all game modes is 360 degrees. For the first time, the match is fully immersive, with fans able to jump on to the pitch and join in the action. With
a dedicated animation team, the game also adds a host of new on-pitch animations that bring the sport to life like never before. FIFA 19 Crushing Opponents With the Power of the Dash
Authenticity is an important principle for EA SPORTS FIFA, and this year there are multiple innovations that aim to bring the game closer to the real thing. Central to this new focus is the Dash, a
new short-distance sprinting technique which wearers of special suits can use to outrun opponents. It was a new feature to real-world football and it has arrived in FIFA 19 with a twist. Players can
now choose how to use their Dash. Now, in addition to being uncontrollable, the Dash's speed is under players' control. A special dash movement button is mapped to the B button for easy
access. They can call upon the Dash or skip it entirely. The Dash now comes with a delay and players can choose whether to go into a jammer mode, where they earn rewards for sprinting slowly.
A proper rotational force will also power the Dash, adding a new dimension to players' abilities. The experience can be turned on or off in the game settings. The first trailer released for FIFA 19
was the announcement that the Dash would be returning. New Boots and Bags Will Make You Stand Out From The Crowd Another focus of FIFA 19 is making players feel more connected to the
pitch. In this year's game, defenders can no longer rely on traditional boots with spiked soles. Players will instead be given new boots and boots with interchangeable soles, with shoes available
for every player, including goalkeepers. Additionally, goalkeepers will be given new goalkeeper gloves to give them all-round mobility and adaptability. Goalkeepers will also have a bigger chest
to help them gain more of an advantage in mid-air, while on the ground they will also gain an improved defensive ability. Every player has received new bc9d6d6daa
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Featuring Player Instincts. Take your team to new heights. As a manager, make your choices in Player Matchday, and as your Pro, use your Player Instincts to make game-changing decisions in
Player Attention. Choose the formation, tactics, and other team settings in the new FIFA Manager Ultimate Team screens. Take a closer look at the minutiae of the game’s animations and
gameplay in the new Player Movement screen, and use Player Instincts to take advantage of new ways to play against your opponents. A true revolutionary step in FIFA franchise gameplay.
Impact Engine – Developed by EA SPORTS, Impact Engine brings unprecedented realism and responsiveness to the foot. Players can control every detail of the player model and the ground
through 3rd-person control. The weight of the ball, speed, drag, and aerodynamics all come into play. The engine uses the Ball physics model to bring more realism to the player-towards-player
interaction. Player Intelligence – Innovative player intelligence allows players to determine on-the-fly how to set their artificial intelligence teammates up. Each player has a unique awareness
radius, which determines the area that players can see. Attacking players will prioritize tracking when they see more players in the area, and can even switch to a much smaller circle when they
have the ball. Defenders will track the ball the opposite direction, while the midfielders have enough awareness to track runners heading their way. AI Mastermind – In a new AI Mastermind
feature, learn to master AI by watching tutorials featuring top Pro’s. Key techniques that improve performance include giving players defensive responsibility, attack the ball in space, and focus
on anticipation. The AI Mastermind dashboard will keep you up to date with game-changing player tendencies, and help you create your own system-tailored strategies. Prologue, Standings and
Progress – FIFA 20 brings a brand new progression system to the franchise, making your Pro’s story more personal and allowing you to make bolder decisions, chart a more immersive trajectory,
and live out your dream as a Pro in FIFA. A clean slate, plus all-new Progression, Standings, and Progress screens, reveal your Pro’s game-time stats in their team and as an individual player to
see your club’s journey to the top. Unlocking the apron of your stadium in-game unlocks a new Pro’s uniforms, boots and coaching staff, plus a unique stadium

What's new in Fifa 22:

Player Progression – Throughout the year, you can unlock new abilities for over 100 players to master all-star status in FIFA Ultimate Team.

New Play Styles – Authentic-inspired attacking and defending – including new sets of physical attributes for attacking and defending players for more control over how your football
tactics are handled during gameplay.

Destination Specific Content – EA gives you the chance to create and customize game modes, kits, player attributes, stadiums and more. Each FIFA Ultimate Team collection also has
unique ability upgrades, making game modes even more authentic and memorable.

More Ways to Connect – New ways to express yourself to friends both online and in-game through the FIFA Social Hub, Player Voices, Team Tackles, Raise the Stakes and many other
bells and whistles

New Moves – 18 new, and 22 tweaked, moves coming to the latest version of EA SPORTS FIFA, all timed to provide a complete game for authentic football all-star football playing.

More improved ball handling, balance, dribbling and passing strategies, all part of the more sophisticated Total Touch Motion engine.
Also with the new Move Control moved to the controller, making it easier for more players to perform them.

New Commentary – New voices lead the way in captivating commentary work in a 3D match. And the new VAR technology provides a more accurate and instant call for decisions. A
VAR interpreter makes on-field interpretations, and the final word is passed to the referee.

New Player Traits – The hallmark of the authentic experience between on-field action. Discover new player traits that will significantly impact your gameplay and football strategy.
From more physically driven attributes like player acceleration and stamina, to better execution skills and training tips.
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Clash of Champions returns with a brand new tournament mode: the World Club Series™. The nations’ best clubs are battling it out to crown the World Club Champions.
Clash of Champions returns with a brand new tournament mode: the World Club Series™. The nations’ best clubs are battling it out to crown the World Club Champions.
Face of The Game Relegation and promotion occur throughout the league system and FIFA Ultimate Team™. Transfer the elite talents of the world’s best clubs into your
squad to become the face of the game. Relegation and promotion occur throughout the league system and FIFA Ultimate Team™. Transfer the elite talents of the world’s
best clubs into your squad to become the face of the game. Settle the Score For the first time, FIFA uses a dynamic VAR system to handle the nearly 900 calls per game. The
referee can now review goal, penalty and offside calls, as well as the linesman’s flag decisions. VAR can even take over in critical moments: for example, an offside decision
can be overruled for a goal kick that goes out of play. For the first time, FIFA uses a dynamic VAR system to handle the nearly 900 calls per game. The referee can now
review goal, penalty and offside calls, as well as the linesman’s flag decisions. VAR can even take over in critical moments: for example, an offside decision can be overruled
for a goal kick that goes out of play. The Journey The Journey returns with weekly objectives such as Style of Play and Winning Form, and new Forms for Tactics and Free
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Kicks. Take your free kicks with more skill and control than ever before. The Journey returns with weekly objectives such as Style of Play and Winning Form, and new Forms
for Tactics and Free Kicks. Take your free kicks with more skill and control than ever before. Evolving Fans EA SPORTS FIFA 19 Ultimate Team players will notice an
Evolution Engine powered by the Frostbite® Engine. This advancement gives the engine the power to further enhance FIFA Ultimate Team by allowing more game dynamics
to take place and providing new gameplay mechanics for all the teams and clubs. EA SPORTS FIFA 19 Ultimate Team players will notice an Evolution Engine powered by the
Frostbite® Engine. This advancement gives the engine the power to further enhance FIFA Ultimate Team by allowing more game dynamics to take place and providing
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